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  Description

  This book seemed like a perfect fit for my classroom and after reading it, I plan on using it in my room. Would like to add that after shower massage of hair, I use filtered water with organic vinegar as my rinse. I think the illustrations will capture the attention of the toddler crowd and will help show them all kinds of people in their books. Hijab wasn’t the only diverse cover, but a kippah is included as well and a picture shows a man with a beard and turban. Then suddenly everything was great for about a week or two, but now my hair has gone back to being a greasy mess despite me washing it with baking soda once or twice a week.
Then the next we get a new word and then the next page is that hair, there were also a situation when we would get a word then an illustration then another illustration and then a word. Curly, straight, thick, textured -- this book teaches you how to love whichever type of hair happens to be on your head. You need an egg yolk- or three- rub it all thrugh your hair and leave for five minutes, get every strand, and then wash with cool water. I use the brush that came with my husbands clippers – it’s the cleaning utensil and looks a little like a brush used to apply hair dye. Then also, consider going for a wash that is generally more nourishing- such as soap nuts as your Go To wash.Which incredibly easy text, this is a great first reader for the youngest children just starting to understand words.
The Pro-Blogger-Interview- Lucy from Lulastic Blog – I loved reading this, I find Lucy’s blogging journey very inspiring!This bright colored abstract board book shows all sorts of hair, from monster hair to wavy hair, beard hair to no hair.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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